The streamwise velocity statistics in fully-developed rough-wall channel flow have been investigated over grit-and mesh-type surface topologies. The flow was demonstrated to be fully-developed and two-dimensional up to the fourth moment of velocity. Though the flow over both surface types appear to exhibit a limited logarithmic region, the regions of inner and outer scaling over the mesh surface fail to overlap. The influence of the spanwise periodicity of the mesh upon the outer scaling is discussed.
Introduction
The scaling of flows over rough walls has been of considerable recent interest. The model originally proposed by (7; 3; 9; 10; 11) suggests that the near-wall inhomogeneities in the flow arising from the local effect of the individual roughness elements are limited to a thin 'roughness sublayer', analogous to the viscous sublayer in smooth-wall flows. Any influence of the specific roughness topology upon the flow is therefore assumed to be contained within this layer, so any influence of the roughness upon the flow outside of this layer relative to the smooth-wall case must be attributable to the global increase in the wall friction velocity u τ alone. For roughness which is large relative to the viscous length scale ν/u τ (but still small relative to the integral length scale δ ), the roughness size replaces viscosity in the near-wall scaling while sufficient scale separation remains that an overlap region may exist. Then, the usual log-law may be expressed in the form
where y 0 is a geometry-dependent roughness length, and d is a zero-plane displacement. Despite its comparative simplicity, considerable support exists for this model. After a review of available literature, Jimenez (8) proposed the condition k/δ 2.5 % (where k is the roughness height) for these scaling conditions to be met. Flack et al. (6) demonstrated collapse of the outer-scaled velocity moments up to the third order for k/δ < 2.2 %, while appropriately-scaled mean velocities have been shown to scale well for values of k/δ as high as 20 % in rough-wall boundary layers (4; 5; 2). Internal flows, on the other hand, are constrained by the additional boundary condition and are therefore more likely to exhibit evidence of inner-outer interaction for larger values of k/δ . In the present study, the streamwise velocity statistics in very rough-wall channel flow (with k/h ranging up to ∼ 8 %, where h is the channel half-height) have been studied in order to investigate the extent of the similarity. Special attention is given to the higher-order velocity moments, as these quantities are more sensitive to any changes in the flow structure.
Experimental details
Hot-wire scans of the streamwise velocity component were carried out in a rectangular channel with half-height h = 50.8 mm, width W = 15h and total streamwise fetch L = 134h. The critical parameters of the two roughness surfaces tested are included in Table 1 . The estimated error bounds on the experimental results are as follows: u τ , 6%; mean velocities, 0.5%; second-order moments, 1.5%; velocity skewness and kurtosis, 6% and 10%, respectively. 
Results and discussion
In the present study, the values of the roughness length y 0 and zero-plane offset d were determined by fitting the time-mean velocity profiles to Equation (1), assuming that κ = 0.41 and requiring that the logarithmic region began at the wall-normal distance where the flow became spanwise homogeneous. The critical flow parameters for the various cases tested are included in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
Experimental measurements of the streamwise velocity statistics in very-rough-wall channel flow over mesh-and a grit-like roughness surfaces have been carried out. The inner-scaled mean velocity near the wall demonstrated good agreement with previous studies, and the flow over both the mesh and the grit surfaces appeared to exhibit a limited logarithmic region; however, the lack of simultaneous overlap of the regions of inner and outer scaling over the mesh indicated that a logarithmic region could not exist. The lack of an overlap region may have been the result of the spanwise variation in the flow over the mesh, and the scaling of spanwise spatial averages of the time-mean velocity profiles is presently being examined.
